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About This Content

The GG1 electric locomotive is a true icon of North American railroading, and now you can drive this impressive loco in Train
Simulator!

The fantastic, futuristic shape of the GG1 has been instantly recognizable to rail fans around the world since it first rolled out
onto the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1935. The GG1 (so named because it ran on an articulated pair of 4-6-0 frames, or ‘G’ frames

in PRR terminology) was built by General Electric to run on 11,000 volts AC supplied by overhead power lines. It had twin
crew cabs positioned some distance from either end of the loco with small windows for forward vision, giving a driving

compartment much like conventional steam locomotives. The GG1 was a truly impressive locomotive, measuring over 79 feet
long and weighing in at 475,000 pounds (215 metric tons), and capable of 100mph on lines like the Northeast Corridor. 140
were built for the PRR, eventually passing into new ownership and continuing to work for Amtrak, Conrail and Penn Central

with several remaining in preservation today.

PLEASE NOTE: The GG1 requires the Northeast Corridor Expansion Pack (available separately) in order to run and play these
scenarios.

Includes

Gg1 Electric Locomotive In PRR Livery

P70 Passenger Coaches
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Scenarios

4 Scenarios

Electric Revolution

High Voltage

Run This Town

Last Night on Broadway

Plus 4 free roams
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR GG1 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Honestly I don't review many games on Steam, but I think Nepenthe deserves a shout-out. It's truly a unique little RPGMaker
game that, while short, really intrigued me and was well worth the price of $5. The art style and the dialogue is fantastic, and if
you like to explore like I do you'll have a blast finding all the hidden little items and descriptions for things. Also the developer
has a very active Discord server and truly cares about the people who play their game. Overall, if you're on the fence it only
yakes max 2 hours to clear a run of the game and it's only $5, so even if you don't like it you won't lose much anyway.. just
doesnt work. It's an interesting concept, but not much of a game. A single playthrough should not take more than an hour, and I
can't see much reason to replay it because it's a bit tedious and empty, with no real sense of control over outcomes, no outside
system to affect, no personal life to manage, and no plot. My point isn't that games need to have these things, but it helps to have
something of substance, doesn't it? This is a bit like solitaire without the replay value.

You alternate between choosing which stories to run, and viewing little cutscenes. This happens about 12 times.

In the cutscenes, the employees gossip lightly about their realistically depressing personal lives in a way that has no clear
connection to anything you've done. These cutscenes are ignorable and don't really carry a lot of plot or character.

Editing has a few wrinkles which don't really do anything. Mostly, it is just choosing stories. Occasionally you might strike out a
paragraph to avoid making the government or whoever angry. This has no obvious cost, there is no particular information to
consider; it's just an arbitrary choice. If the person you give a story to refuses to write it, then you just choose another. Makes
you want to hire an understudy who you can just hand the stories to, and they will shop the stories around until each one has a
writer. Then there are the letters you receive, but can't read unless you drag them to exactly the right part of the screen.

After each cycle, you get a little feedback about how the papers sold and how they shifted public opinion, for all the difference
it seems to make.

After the last cycle, you get different ending texts which might reflect your choices. Or maybe not, it's not very clear. I think I'll
skip replaying this for achievements which just meant that I sat in the chair a few more hours like this one.. The voice acting is
goofy, the plot is silly, the overworld controls are clunky, but the actual "card" game is fantastic. Loads and loads of fun to be
had finding and breaking the gameplay engine, then using those tactics against your unwitting friends.. I don't play a lot of
RPG's but I really enjoy this one. I love the witty dialogue, the unique characters, and of course the word puns. The title is a
word pun, how cool is that! I feel like this game was written by me and I am so excited to finish it. Cannot wait to see what
Crankage Games puts out next!. holy sheeet! BAD♥♥♥♥♥GAME.... mOTION SICK LIKE CRAZY.. barffffff. NEED TO
FIX THAT SOMEHOW. Great game to play with friends. The multiplayer has yet to work, so you would have to manually add
your friend, and then invite them to your lobby. There are some bugs that need to be fixed, such as the mask not showing.
Limited amount of maps at the moment, but soon there will be new maps with different formatting hopefully. Overall a great
game that shows potential.. Picked this up for a Steal at around 17 $ , This is a good tank for a Very Underated game.. No point
buying this as the developers have decided to release the sequal (finished Game) added a 2 to it and are selling it for twice the
price on Viveport, so if you want the complete finished game this is not it and by the programmers actions I am guessing this
will now not ever come out of Beta.

On the flip side its fun and half the price of the full release, just a pity they did not honour their beta buyers with the completed
game. Simply the best open source game SDK\/Editor bar none!!!
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Definitely my favorite 4x game, with RTS elements. The most customizability of any 4x game out there, unlimited research
(you'll never reach the end of the research tree, really!), huge space battles with as many ships and planets as your computer can
handle. Carriers work like they're supposed to. Satellites, space stations, good AI, and the ability to customize the game code as
you see fit. Search them on Reddit, where the developers stopped in a few times to talk about their game and thank the
community for their support.. Although the price is a bit high, if you're looking for a great game to screw around in and let off
some stress, this is great. I shortened my experience in the game down to a pros and cons list.

PROS:
-Slicing things\/people is fun
-Flinging things\/people is fun
-Floating things\/people and slicing them is fun
-It's challenging
-You can shoot things while slicing things or float things while shooting them etc.
-Works out your arm muscles

CONS:
-Short, I finished it in under 2 hrs but didn't refund because I respect the devs ;)
-Kinda glitchy at times
-Only 2 voice actors
-Only 1 song that plays during battle (I think, if there's 2 then they're very similar)
-Can't move items towards or away or rotate while floating them without a big hassle
-Price is kinda high

Overall, I'd give it an 8\/10. Had fun playing it, a bit pricey, pretty short, but very engaging to play.. S ?????? what did i just
play. INVERSUS is a great looking, great sounding game that anyone can enjoy.

The "Arcade Mode" pits either one or two of you against an increasingly hectic number of computer-controlled enemies. The
mode is great for solo\/co-op, using friends-based or global leaderboards to keep track of just how far you've got to go to get to
the top. Arcade games can be played while waiting in an online lobby too, good for a warm-up while you're waiting for your
next opponent.

"Versus Mode" is the game's player vs. player game type. Versus games can be played either 1 vs 1, or 2 vs 2. Getting a match
online can be difficult from time to time, but the offical Discord channel is a perfect resource, with channels specific to finding
folks that play the game. The leaderboards also keep track of versus rank in the background, so you can fight your way to the
top if you're feeling saucy.

INVERSUS is awesome. Play INVERSUS.. If your thinking of picking this up or already have it, I would reccomend the older
title "Fragile Aligance" (wich is a fathful remake of the very old Amiga game K2240) whos graphics have aged very well even if
the interface is somewhat clunky. dose everything this game has tried to do, but did it better years before and for cheeper

https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/383100\/Fragile_Allegiance\/. can you fix this cat bug please
. Terrible Game. Literally bought it through steam to have it try and recharge me to buy a license for this aweful and pointless
pinball game. Not worth the money spent on it to only be able to play the basic tutorial verision of the game. Avoid it if possible
unless your willing to spend another 10+ dollars on a outdated pinball game you can find most likely find for free elsewhere on
the web.. You can shoot plans/dollars/bugs with shotgun and drink vodka in the same time!
MLG game 11/10. literally the most immersive, intense, violent, legendary adventure of a title to ever hit any platform on the
market... \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that guys englando!. 10 minutes up?!

Okaaay, half of my playtime was good Loading screen, beware Rust you got a decent competition here in loading time.

In rest of my 5 min. gameplay we can notice that level designs are awful and not very much calculated, you trigger every second
if not every trap with big head of his.

Save your money, this game is surely going out for free any day now.
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I'll just take back my 99%, thank you very much.

EDITE:
Told you it will be free : http:\/\/prntscr.com\/bsdaj4 ^^
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